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Systems close to bifurcations can be used as small-signal amplifiers. Biophysical measurements

suggest that the active amplifiers present in the mammalian cochlea are systems close to a Hopf

bifurcation. The pure tone and transient signal output of our electronic hearing sensor based on this

observation provides output that is fully compatible with the electrophysiological data from the

mammalian cochlea. In particular, it reproduces all salient nonlinear effects displayed by the

cochlea. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2768204�

The technological implementation of the mammalian

hearing sensor, the cochlea, is a long-standing human en-

deavor, currently of great importance to robotics and medical

sciences. In 1863 Helmholtz proposed the existence of a one-

to-one correspondence between a position along the cochlea

duct and a stimulation frequency to which, at the given po-

sition, the response is maximal �the tonotopic principle�. Im-

portant steps that followed were von Békésy’s discovery of

traveling waves along the basilar membrane �BM� as the

carriers of the auditory information �1928�. Gold’s conjec-

ture of an active amplification process within the cochlea

�1948� was corroborated by the discovery of otoacoustic

emissions �1978�. Recently, physiological experiments have

revealed that the active amplifiers are located in the outer

hair cells attached to the BM �Refs. 1 and 2� and that the

hearing characteristics vary only moderately among the

mammals. It is well established
3

that systems close to bifur-

cation instabilities can act as small-signal amplifiers. De-

tailed physiological measurements
4

suggest that the instabil-

ity responsible for active amplification is of Hopf type.
5

Only

this bifurcation correctly captures the basic aspects of mam-

malian hearing �specific amplification laws with respect to

the dynamic range; sharper tuning for lower intensity sounds,

the generation of combination tones, two-tone suppression�.
In the cochlea, pressure variations generated by incom-

ing sounds are transformed into incompressible and inviscid

hydrodynamic waves that, by moving down the cochlea,

cause small BM displacements. Using x to denote the dis-

tance from the stapes along the unrolled cochlea, the system

can be linearly described
6

by a water-surface wave with fluid

depth h, density �, surface mass density m, and exponentially

decreasing transversal stiffness E�x�=E0e−�x. In this descrip-

tion, the wave group velocity vG and the wave number k are

related by vG=�� /�k= �E�x�� /2���kh+sinh�kh�cosh�kh� /

�mk sinh�kh�+� cosh�kh��2�. BM locations x=xc��� respond

maximally by �passive� displacements when stimulated at

characteristic frequencies �c�x�=�E�x� /m. This relationship

defines the tonotopic map. It can be shown that k�x ,�� di-

verges as � approaches �c�x� and that, as x approaches the

point of �passive� resonance xc��� for fixed �, the traveling

wave stalls �vG=0�. Due to dissipative losses, the wave am-

plitude reaches a maximum at x�xc���. The energy balance

equation �e /�t+ �� /�x��vGe�=0, for the energy density e to-

gether with the ansatz �e /�t=−a+de, then leads to the co-

chlea differential equation
6 �CDE� �e /�x= �−1/vG�x ,���

����vG�x ,�� /�x�+d�x ,���e+ �a�x ,e ,�� /vG�x ,���, where

the local power a�·� supplied by the local active amplifica-

tion works against the internal viscous losses d�x ,��
=4�k�x ,��2, where � is the kinematic viscosity. The active

amplification results from an array of Hopf-type amplifiers

aligned along the BM, each one having its own natural fre-

quency �ch�x�. Given a forcing frequency �, the Hopf am-

plifiers with �ch�x��� are maximally excited at locations

xch����xc���, before viscosity leads to a precipitous decay

of the wave amplitude.

For Hopf-type active amplifiers, the active contribution

a is derived from an externally forced, �ch—rescaled Hopf

differential equation

ż = �� + j��chz − �ch�z�2z − �chF�t�, z � C , �1�

where j is the imaginary unit. Assuming a 1:1 locking be-

tween signal and system, z�t�=Re j��t+�� emerges as the am-

plified external periodic input F=Fe j�t, where �ch is the

natural frequency of the oscillation, and ��R denotes the

Hopf nonlinearity parameter. For F=0, Eq. �1� is displays a

Hopf bifurcation: For ��0, the solution z�t�=0 is a stable

fixed point, whereas for �	0, the fixed-point solution be-

comes unstable and a stable limit cycle of the form z�t�
=��e j�cht emerges. For time-varying signals F�t� it is con-

venient to put a handle on the response latency, by multiply-

ing the damping term �ch�z�2z by a factor 
	0. A nonzero

forcing F then yields �chFe−j�= ��+ j��chR−
�chR3− j�R.

Evaluation of the squared modulus and introducing the vari-

able �=� /�ch results in F2=
2R6−2
�R4+ ��2+ �1
−��2�R2. For �=0 and close to resonance ��=�ch�, the re-

sponse R=F1/3 emerges, which forces the gain G=R /F

=F−2/3 to increase toward infinity as F approaches zero. For

��0, maintaining �=�ch, we obtain the response R=

−F /� for weak stimuli F. As F increases, the term R6 starts

to dominate, and the compressive nonlinear regime is en-

tered, where the differential gain of the system dR /dF de-

creases with increasing stimulus intensity. Away from reso-

nance, the last term dominates, leading, as R�F / �1−��, to a

linear response, irrespective of the stimulation strength. In-

tuitively, at nonzero stimulation, the Hopf equation �Eq. �1��
can be interpreted as a nonlinear filter with a tunable gain

control �“quality factor”� ��� and an envelope detector �z�2.

As the bandwidth ����� for FFC �and ��
1/2F2/3 for

F	FC�, small ��� values act as high Q factors �sharp reso-

nances�. These properties—unshared by other bifur-a�
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cations
7
—match the biophysically measured properties of

the mammalian cochlea.

For the construction of the hearing sensor, we decom-

posed the cochlea into n sections of characteristic frequen-

cies �si
, i=1, . . . ,n, and endowed each one with properties of

the passive hydrodynamic behavior and an active Hopf am-

plifier. The Hopf amplifiers were built in circuitry by using a

combination of integrative summers and multipliers, resistors

R and a capacitance C.
8

The responses generated by CDE

�Ref. 6� suggest that the passive part can be modeled as a

sixth-order Butterworth circuit. We chose to partition the

sixth-order Butterworth filter into three second-order low

pass filters. The first filter part has a gain in excess of 1 at the

characteristic frequency, leading to an op-amp saturation at

large input voltages and small control values. This problem

can be compensated for by changing the order of the second-

order circuits. This does not compromise the amplification of

small signals, if, following the biological example, the Hopf

amplifier preceeds the Butterworth filter. Major challenges

were to properly connect the passive/active components to-

ward a section, and the sections toward a cascade represent-

ing the entire cochlea. Putting the Hopf amplifier “in front”

of the passive unit, and coupling the two units by means of a

simplified feedforward coupling, avoids an uncontrollable in-

teraction of the phases of the passive and the active compo-

nents, a problem that feedback and open-loop gain amplifi-

cations usually struggle with. The corresponding section

diagram is shown in Fig. 1.

The cochlea was constructed by serially connecting sec-

tions of logarithmically decreasing center frequencies �si
. In

order to build a generic section, it was sufficient to specify

the detuning between the passive frequency �si
and the Hopf

amplifier frequency, �s�i�=�si
/�chi

�1, i=1, . . . ,n, where n

is the number of sections. This was our first design param-

eter. The second design parameter was the relationship be-

tween the characteristic frequencies of subsequent section

frequencies ��i�=�si+1
/�si

, i=1, . . . ,n−1. For the realiza-

tion of the cochlea as reported below, we chose, for simplic-

ity, the two parameters independent of the section, as ��i�
=�, �s�i�=�s, ∀i. For a frequency range to be covered, we

use � to determine the number of composing sections, and

their characteristic frequencies are evaluated. After choosing

a value for the capacitance, the remaining electronic compo-

nents of the Hopf system are easily obtained, with the elec-

tronic gain control v� corresponding to the Hopf parameter

� as the only free parameter, determining both the amplifi-

cation strength and the tuning width �smaller ���’s lead to

larger amplifications combined with sharper tuning widths�.
Here, we report on an electronic realization based on the

design parameters �s=1.05−1 and �=0.84, for which five

sections of central frequencies between 1.48 and 2.96 kHz

are sufficient to cover one octave in the speech frequency

range.

From the constructed electronic device, we measured the

amplitude amp= �v0� generated in response to pure tones of

distinct input frequencies and amplitudes. The comparison of

the measurements after the first and the second section dem-

onstrates that by passing through the sections, the signal is

gradually shaped. After a few �here: five� sections, the re-

sponse attains its characteristic form, see Fig. 2. The re-

sponse is taken at two values of the Hopf parameter � in

order to demonstrate the influence � has on the amplification

strength and how it may generate a moderate discretization

effect, if the amplification in relation to the distance �ex-

pressed by �� between the sections is too large. When mov-

ing with the measurement point down the cochlea, a change

FIG. 1. Section diagram consisting of a Hopf amplifier and two sixth-order

Butterworth filters. To form the cochlea, the sections are connected in series.

A microphone followed by a Hilbert transform is placed at the beginning of

the cascade.

FIG. 2. �Color� �a, b� Steady-state re-

sponse �upper panels� and gain �lower

panels� for Hopf parameters �=−0.1,

−0.05. Central frequency: 1.48 kHz.

�c� Physiological measurements �Ref.

9�. The device’s response is closer to

the electrophysiological response than

previous modeling results �Refs. 6, 10,

and 11�.
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of the response shape is observed that is very close to the one

exhibited by the biological example.
12

The response phases

lag increasingly as the frequency of stimulation increases.

Two-tone suppression and combination-tone generation, as

the salient nonlinear phenomena of mammalian hearing
13–15

and presumably important for obtaining a “full” sound im-

pression, are reliably reproduced by the device, see Fig. 3.

The response to transient, broadband stimulation �Fig. 4, for

click stimulations�, reveals a close match with the biophysi-

cal measurements.
16

All basic biophysical experiments with

transient signals
16

are reproduced with great fidelity. For ex-

ample, the instantaneous frequency response for different

stimulus levels reproduces the logarithmic increase towards

the steady-state response near the central frequency. The par-

ticular section design renders the device noise robust: De-

spite using standard electronic components, around the cen-

tral frequency inputs down to −90 dB�Vcc� are detectable.

At ��−0.1, the measured dynamic range exceeds 60 dB.

The device thus provides an extremely sensitive and ro-

bust hearing sensor, where salient nonlinear signal process-

ing characteristics �compressive nonlinearity, high sensitiv-

ity, two-tone suppression, combination-tone generation� are

naturally comprised and where steady-state as well as tran-

sient signal response characteristics are fully compatible with

the electrophysiological measurements �supporting supple-

mentary data available�. By following closely the biological

example, it is also in the nature of the device that the re-

sponse could be optimized by a response-dependent value of

� �increasing ��� with signal onset�. More importantly, on

slower time scales, via the auditory neuronal feedback loop,

� can be tuned in order to enhance desired and to suppress

unwanted signal components.
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FIG. 3. �Color� Salient nonlinear phenomena of hearing: �a� Combination

tone, �b� two-tone suppression. Left: electronic cochlea ��=−0.05, central

frequency of 1.48 kHz�, right: physiological measurements �Refs. 13 and

14�. The results also closely match with the theoretical predictions �Ref. 15�.

FIG. 4. Response to broadband transient stimulation �clicks�: �a� hardware

��=−0.05, central frequency of 5 kHz�, �b� physiological measurments

�chinchilla, 5.5 kHz, from Ref. 16�.
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